The committee met at 3:00 pm on 2/1/06 in the School of Communication conference room (#109).

Members present: Martha Haun, Betty Barr, Sarah Fishman-Boyd, Natalie Houston, Richard Kasschau, George Trail.

Members Absent: Matthew Nicol, Matthew Zamanek

Guest: William Duprey [NSM]

The committee took the following actions:

UC 8613 05F: GEOL 1302: Intro. to Global Climate Change
(previously approved as UC 8891 05F)

UC 8614 05F: GEOL 1350: Intro to Metrology -new core course
(previously approved as UC 8800 05F)

The committee recommends approval of the following items with the understanding that some may be affected by the WID ruling from the state coordinating board:

UC 8617 05F: GEOL 3377: Oceanography

UC 8618 05F: GEOL 3378: Principles of Atmospheric Science
(Note that UC 8625 05F PHYS 3376: Principles of Atmos. Science is the same course cross-listed)

UC 8640 05F: HDFS 1300: Development of Contemporary Families

UC 8663 05F: HDCS 1300: Human Ecosystems and Technological Change (soc/behav core course)

The last item on our agenda was tabled pending the outcome relating to WID. Sarah Fishman-Boyd indicated that the request may ultimately be pulled from consideration. [Item: UC 8806 05F: ECON 3332 Interned microeconomics & ECON 3334 – Intern: Macroecon-Drop Writing Intensive component [Soc & Behav. Sci core]]